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Breakfast
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7
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7:30 a.m. – noon
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May 30 – June 1

WASHINGTON, D.C.
Craft your agenda

Keep on track

Choose from a wide range of classes, demos,

Take control of your YASC experience with the

panels, and roundtables to create a schedule that

Yardi Events App. During the weeks leading up to

fits your learning objectives. Attend a class and

YASC, you can log in from your computer or mobile

discover the latest software updates and insider

device to browse courses, build your schedule, and

functions to keep your skills sharp. Gain insight

download course materials. While at YASC, use

from experts and industry peers during a panel

the app to connect with peers at the event, leave

discussion. Explore new Yardi solutions with a

feedback, schedule meetings with Yardi staff, and

hands-on demonstration. All sessions provide

more.

ample opportunity to ask questions, discuss your
organization’s challenges, and share information
with industry experts.

Get personal attention

Connect on social media
The Networking Lounge
Take a moment to connect with others in your
market or who share your interests in specific

Knowledge Central

Yardi software solutions. Whether you’re new to

Open throughout YASC, Knowledge Central is your

social media or you’re a digital marketing guru,

one-stop-shop for assistance from Yardi staff.

our team will be there to answer questions and

Whether it’s a new product you’d like to demo,

help you deepen your connections. We’ll also be

a scenario with your current software that’s

running contests throughout the conference, so

been difficult to resolve, or anything else on your

get engaged and share your experience using

mind, come to Knowledge Central to get all your

#YASC2018 for conference news, prizes and more!

questions answered.

You’ll find us @Yardi on LinkedIn, Twitter, and
Facebook, and @YardiSystems on Instagram.

Live it up
Learning is first and foremost at YASC, but that

Have lunch and learn

doesn’t mean you can’t have a good time too! Join

Enjoy your lunch with a lively table discussion.

us for a Networking Reception on Wednesday

We’ll label each table with a topic, so take a

evening with cocktails and heavy appetizers. It’s a

look and choose one that piques your interest.

fun way to wind down and get to know Yardi staff

You’ll find others at the table ready to dive into

and other YASC attendees.

the conversation, as well as a Yardi specialist to
answer questions and share in the discussion.

And on Thursday night, it’s time to party!
Mix and mingle at the reception then sit down for
a delicious dinner. Cap off the evening with music,
dancing, and fantastic entertainment.
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